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soluti,on· .for schedulin·g .N jobs through M machines with job start· 
c:onJat·ra.ints, due date, cons.tr·aint$· ., and job pass.i_ng _allo-w:ed is 
:i.nvestigat.ed qo:nc·erning· the .m~th·o:d, of'· bririging jobs .into .solu::ti:on,. 
The procedure. u_ses the branch - and -- bound ·t·eqhn_:ique· ·with an im-< 
bed.de.d iine&r program. Eight .methods o.f j,e)b o.r.dering· are investi-
' 
. . 
g:a.te·a us·in.g. three types of ·p_r-oblems • T:t1e eight. methods are : 
' 
·Ci) L·arg~~t D.llal. ·vari .. alrle, ( 2) Shortest. P:r.ocessing. ·Time·, ( 3) 
'Efrliest Due Da.t·e,: (4) Minimum S1~¢~: Time,: (5) :Shortest Processing. \. 
. 
. Time Consideri·r1g Due Dates, ( 6) Lar.ges:t· :N\llilb-er .o.f· Operations·, 
{ 8:) Random. 
was . the bas i.s of comp:ari-s on ·for the eight meth.ods:. Of th_e :ei·ght, 
methods, the Largest Dual Variable method yi·elde.d t.he· best· results:-, 
~cl upon further comparison with the Random ..:rn.etho.d was found t.o b:e: 
i .. , 
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·I .. INTRODUCTION 
< ... 
,. 
:e·:a. ·in :Itl~y ·app,lications:: 
I I,. 
!'. 
·.(· 1· ') . ·.. . 





E j=l x .. lJ = .1 . 
A'X >b 
-
all x . . = O or l •. 1J 
k M 
z - ·r: L ci.Jx:i.j - i=l j=l 
for' i =, 1., .2 .. , ••• ' k· 
•t,,: 
T.ne:· thlrd restr:i-:c:ti.on :in.~¢:.s the problem a form of ·integer 
.r:t is ·usu~lly :r:e.·fe:t·red. to as a· zero-one programming 1· 
~ 
problem be'..c~11s.e t'he .x ·· ·c@ ,:Q!l·ly assume the values· o:r zero or one . . . . :lj: 
· The -c~onstrai:nts o·r r~ftt·r·i,ction set (1) are i!ali-.ed:. ::m.ul t:i.ple 
choice constraints .. 17 This Set iS; not usual.J:y f()Plld in the general. 
" {: 
zero-one integer ·pro·gra·.rn:ming problem .. Th.e·s.e c:ons·traints impose the 
res.triction t.hat .ari.y: :feasible solution Wl.l·I have. one· t:trld. ·only one 
I l . tf.on-ze.ro. var:i,a.b .. 1e :i.n ea.c_h c.bn·s.t~aint o·f res·t·:r.i.-ction· ·s.et (I). 
:Cb.apter· II o.f .this the:sis will present the detailed structure 
'O:f th.e ·scheduling problem. -Ensuing chapters will describe a . ,. 
4 ' 
,. compu-pational procedure for solvi·ng scheduling problems and evaluate I ' !: 
.tjie:thods f'or ordering the jobs to be b.rought into s"olution. The 
;, ·ba.1.ance. of this chapter is a brief review of developments in the 
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,one integ:er program. 
integer progra:mmi ng te~hniques may proce~d :directly :to Cha.pt.er Ir. 
t 
The idea that firs.t_· :·come:$ t.o nii.--nd w:lten· ·teyin_g ~o g~t integer 
s.olut:··ions ·i.-s to use. the simplex metl:icJd._, ·an·d then round :a.ff' the 
a.nswe·rs: t,o th:e nea.rest itjteger ·v~ltie.s. _Alt·ho:ugh, thi·:s: J;riey b.e 
•\ 





;prpb.lem. There are two ~ain c·auses for this. ·inappropri~t-en.ess. First, / 
,I 
a sol~tion that i·s pptimal as :a: non~int·eger· solution., is :not ·neces--
.. 
-s-a;ri-.lY· teasib:le .a·:fter it :is: rounde·d of'f', ~n-a it .i'_s often di:f-fi-cult · 
to: see whi.ch wa.y the an-swer shouid be rounded tb maint~in :f.e~sibil··i·ty .-
1 · S:ec-bnd, if rq:qr,tding: .C'.a:ti- :c>..:e, done to :rn~intia.i·n. feasibility, the·re- :is ~ . ' i 
, ·no guarantee that thi·s r-o~-d~o>--oft ::solution. will be the qpt:imai; 
' 
··-i.nteger sci'lution. 
:The b-·est known, and probably most oftenA-used, algoritlun~ tor 
' the. :-sol.ut:ion to the pur.e integer programming problem are the: · cuttin,g 
- 14 
~--·Pl~e t:echni.que:·s of :Gomory. In 1958, R. E. Gomory introduced. a 
metho·d o.f' s-oiut:iot1= that coul:d b_.e, us:ed whEb_n all of' the variables· -are-
G·ons,t __ rained to b.e integers • Thi,s: ~g,orithm be.gins with an .alre~ady 
. • ' ' 
jl 
-o_~_timal, non....:int_eger solut.ion ,- and t.hE=n proceeds to add .const·rai.nt:s l 
, wni·ch eliminate some non-integer s,olui;",:i9ns, but which does- not 
! I r 
elimin-at:e· any· feasible integer solutions_.- The ·opt_imal solution -to 
I: 
this-. p.ew 'p::rol::>lem i,s now f'ound· by th:e use of the dual simplex method. 
~ 
. I Con·stra.,ints are a_dded until the optimal i-nteger solution is :found. 
-Geometrically 5 1 this method is equivalent to constructi_ng hyperplanes 
; ;!\ 

























- . • t- - .I . t 
-$·o·l~ti.on ,sfpace the non-integer s olut·1ons and yet no el1.m1.na -. e -.any 




:ret:ain·~·d' ·tn~ pr_oble:nr ,s;i:ze grows as the iterations proceed and the . 
pt·oblern geit':f~. tro·.o ·large: t:o be convertien·tiy s:01ved. While it was 
, . 
. shown th_at the· _proc·EedW.-~ conve,rged,- comp.uter experience has; indicated. 
I • th:at the me.thod is somewhat 'Uilpred.:j__:ct._ab·le_ and o:rt:en require1s numerous 
. t . 
. g.al_c,u:lati.on-s._... :Furthermore, due to th_e :ID,a.py :rn)i"ltiJ}lications involved, 
Gomory de.s·cr:ibed an improved ~IJ-integer i-pteger p.rogramming 
• • •• I • 
1 . t·hm ·• 19·60 13 a -gp:r·i. · __ · . -... . in . . • This new a;lgori thm discarded th.e: O'ld. gen~rated 
·oon·s.t.r.aint after each. -it··erat·i.oh: ·in :favor o:f_. t'.h.:e ::r1e·xt ge.n.er·ated con-
::st:ri3ii·n:t.. While thi_s· a:J.,.gqr:i.thm has also b':e:en. ··s·hown to terminate in 
a. Offin.ite number of· s.teps·, 'the actual :q.-um..oer- required has been found 
tq b:e hi.gh.ly ·variab·le. an..d unpredict:able·.. ·Th.is "new" algorithm-, and 
. . . . . 
· the prev:iou:s on:e as well, suf':fe.:r f'rom. tlle x,roOlem of' using the duil .? 
I 
simplex:_ method.; that. i·s , th:~ current sollitions·· are alw·ays infeasi·q,le. 
This doe.s: -not allow .f.-or _stopping before. opt:imality while retaini_ng 
a meaning,ful solution. 
·_ 24 . 
Young, · - · in l96:5 ,, d•eveloped a primal all-inte-
ger method in which an improving feasible solution is always main-; 
tained. This technique was extremely complicated and Young25 
· s1.1bseq:uently :round a simplified version,. Balinski an,d Spielberg4 
_fee.I that -·the importance of' Gomory' s work· i"'s that he showed that 
s-Uch methods ·do lead to· :r·i:~iite iterative algorithms . 
The b.ranch $..d :bound method is a se:cond :fllajor approach to the 
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•· • 7 p·r.:op.osed .. a 'b~·anch :an:a.: bourrd ·method th;at pr(),¢'e·e.ds f:rom 'afi :opti.mal non--
. 
-~ probloe.ms ar.e: crt?$.te:a, A .non-in_t~ger v~r:i:able :is. restr.i .. ct·e.:Ci- to: t.n·e 
:·the s:i1.nplex methQQ'... The process is repeated- :on- eac.h o-f' th¢ new. 
problenis: .. : ·:T.his ~pproa.ch is particularly -app_ropri-at~ f-or mixe:d 
.J 
proposed and test;~d by Dakin,8 and 'fu-if;l)eek,. 1° C0Iiip:utational res:ults 
re·po.rt~:d .have bee:tl fav:orable. 'i.n :c:omp:ar::i.:s~)n t:o· ·cut-ting-plane· t:~chn:iq-q:es .. 
· 15 
... Gree·nbe·rg· -•· ha.s propotted ~- b .. r:a.nch an·d p:ound solution. ::s:.i·mil.ar t·o 
Land: and DQ-ig'·s. 9 .'I'he .difference.- .l .. :ie·s in the t:e·.chni··que tiqe:.d for 
'b_:1;ap:¢hi_ng. The· o·as<ic app.r.o_a_ch is tQ $Olve a n_qrnral ,linea.r· pr-ogramm5 ng 
problem. giv:Lng· an: opt.i:.rna.l· objective: _:r1.1r1ct·ion:. Then a 0-l v-a.riable is 
Then two br:'.a.tl·Ch·es-. : . . . ., . . . 
. --. ' 
are made. from th.e current -Iiii,ni.rnu:m ob·j:-~·ct.i·'V'-e vaiu.ef?.; .r.ef.1.e·oti.ng the !." 
-
i·n:te.gerizi:ng· of ~ot'r1er-· v.ari·able an.:d ·t:h·e .:fi,nd:i:ng ·of: two· ·new ¢ptimal 
·, 
.Yalues ·• . The branching and. ia.b.e-:lin.g c:ontinue until_: a -nolie i$ found. 
·irh:Ls .is the :o.pt::Lma.1. solution ..... 
. ~ 
I 
:Qne of th~: .e-.atliest a_J..._go:r·it·hm_$: de•velop.e<l .. to solve tb.Ei zero-one. \ . 
. 
. I 
_pr9blem contoa.-i·n:ea~· ithe cop¢·~pt · of n.ear.-opt:im~l sol11.tion$ .. This 
algoritlml, aeve.lo:ped by Healy, 17 was. specifically d~signed for the 
:mult.ipie ~hdice pr_o.~:a;rnming problem. 'l1r1e tecfil.li-qµe starts 'from a. 
" 





























-- - - --- ---- - -------- --------···------------·----,--~----------- --------------- --
~ .. 
,_ eon:s:t:ra·1·nt· which. :is b __ af?i.c.a:L:ly tbe same a'S Go.moryls_ cutting plane 
·~-
arb itrari._ly c_lose·to ·zero, or on.e. A proof o:f ·this ·t-ecbr+i:que does 
n.ot exis·t and only ne·ar-optimal-: so·iuti.o.ns can be obt:_airted. 
, . Al·l of ·tne algori'thms. ·ment'ioned s.o far :n~ve made ·use of: :a ' . .. 
regular linear progra.roming =solution -.afh some stag~_ in_ -:the p:ro-q,ess.. . . 
~ 
-.. 
B·------· 12' _ -_ 12 -- _ - -- _-__ ---- - _ -- _ -- • alaiS -- ~d · Glover have. -dem·ons·trated that an:- opt:imal. solution t:o 
the· -ze":J?o-one intege::r-- ,-p:ro::g_r:attunin_.g problem .. can b:e oot·_ained wit·h con-
1 
si.derab:ly ·1e·ss computat.:i"C)n_. t·h.an th·at :re.quired. :ny· .me.t:O.o-d.s using 
ordint::1_ry linear pro,g:r-~: te'chniques.. They att,ack the zero-one 
probleni direct:ly; ·without the use of line-ar programming techniques. 
I 
,_ 
One .o:r· the most $1.gp.i:fi'cant contrib.utions to integer- _l?r.ogramming 
·, 
'· ;. 
. . . .. 
m.ing s.dlµ.t·:t:onEL. The·: algo-rithm i.s.· essentially ehlllil.erative. and employs: 
_, the 1 t.e.q;hn:ique known .as· ;i..m:plicit enumeration,_ wh-i.cn. is. 'e.ssentially a :j I 
i 
T· branc-h and bound appro:ach-. The method cqr1sists. of a systematic 
;se1areh of' the co_mb·in·at.orial tree o.f feas.-ible- sd-lutit>ns. ·'· - - ii . I; 
I' 
' !i 
1 fe:asibl_e· sop_ution is :ro.ung~ a_ bound 'is established on t·he objective . ~ 
;i 
- .-







branch of· tie tree is thoro·u.gh.ly investigated (impli_citly-) and 
i . • 





.- - --t , 























' _ ... __ r ·---~·--""l,,,·-d-·\'>"!s~r.,.,_~...:.~~.:1:;;:.:~-;.::;':'.:~:>:f.-:t:r;J.f;.. \::<,~~~~~~~-:_s::-t 
• I 
7· 
: • • . - . -· .:.:i 
'11n~ ·seJ:trch cont··inues .a.long all b·r~:qhes until. all p.oss·.ible s:t>lutions 
.oth.·e.·r algorithms.. Another feature is tnat a f'eas,ible solu.ti.o:h (p_dt . . . . . 
'! 
-~ 
:nec:e_ssariJ~y optima:l) i.s: U$U.ai:1Y found g_ui·cfk.ly and therefor-e :an 
ans·wer ·i··s: :available if' th·e proc:e-s.·s· ·is t.e.rminated bef'ore opt-:i.mali ty. 
: 12 . · - · 
·I.Glover has ext·.en.ded the i·deas o·r Balas by including a back-
t.racking p:~o:Gedure :for exhaustive· se.:arching. This p:rocedure' has 
·1, 
! 
impi-ove.d th·e efficiency of the ·algorithm and helpe·d to reduce the 
'neces.s-a.ry :st·orage requirements. Glover al·so employed a "surrogat:e:'.' , 
I 
.cons··t:ra.int which is defi.ned. as a. ·pos·i.t!ve -lin~·ar combination. o·f f;,he 
e.o.nst.r.:aints in the origin.al p:r.-obl:em.. Usin-g. t·n·is new const:r.aint a 
·'> 
,, ........ ····--·- ·-· · ·-· t · :,., i....1 •. - ,;:J. - :.p• · a· :surrog_a :e · prou em is: J:ie....L.1ne ·. · .• Gl.trver shows t·hat when an optimal 
• 1 
1 
:s-oluti'-c,n i.s found for· this n.ew :tfrqblem which i_.s also feasible for. 
the! original_ pro11:1em:,: then t·he :s.:olution is a1s.o optimal for the 
o.riginal :problem. 
· .... _'. ll . 
. . . . . :Geof'f'rion · ·l.l:~s· :comb.i,ne·d .. Ba.las:' origin·al adq.itive -:algorithm. 
.\. 
The,, r·e.st;tlt is .a more ef':ficient algorithm: reqµ:i.ririg· .mu¢1+ less 
, .. ' 
stora.~e of computations •. The Geoffrion algo:ritplll is unique in that 
.;-: 
it repeatedly generates the "best" surrogate constraint. 
LenJk.e and Spielberg20 modified Ba.las' additive algorithm in the -
. h:op·es of: increasing co,putational efficiency and rrµnimizing storage 
I 
~:equi're:m.ents. T.hey de:fined •a ·state vect:or that records which 
.•-. 
•, 
• r , Ji 
' ~ 
· variables are :free to :b.e. as.signed a : value of' '.zero or , one. Maintenance 





























ide11.t·i:tying thbse vari:ab·les -w,-hich,_, when ,set: e .. qus1l ,to ·one,· would 
j 
cause t,he ·cons:t:raiht equ~ti.·ons to: tend. towctrq.. ::re.a~ibility.. A ·p:r.e:fer-
i:-
.. , · I 
·· ~ 
seems:._ to indicate·. t:h·at -fo:r _prob+_ .ems with 1esJ3. ·than 44 variabl.e$; the..ir I, 
' algor·ithm ts somewh:at r·aste~ th4n the: Balas: algor:ithm •. 
' ., 
. ·a· i 
.l ··. . ; .. _!. . 
. . 




R:ect=:n.tly 'l?r_:i:tske-r22 :4a,p t$.ken· anothe·r iook:·,· at· the S:ch.edtil:iAg 
' :p:rob:teltl_ :front a-, mathe:matical p,rogrammi ng pqi:rrt o:f view. H.e: develop$ 
i d~tes-., substitution of res:our.ces ,. :and GQP.Gtirren.t ,and .non concurrent ; • , • I 
l· 
1 




.This formula.tion can: accommodate a 
\wide ran.ge "'of conditions .• Pr:itsker makes the -gent:!r.al comment on t·he 
., . 
. ·- .. 
:size of the fo.rmlilation that "it is favorably af'f'ected by· an::f~ib.c,r~ase·d . 
amount o:r· ·s:equenc:i:ng, by r·:e·ia.tively long job.s, and ,i,by close pro.ximj,ty 



































. ·- 1· 
i 
t 
that: '' . . . . .  . . . . . .. · . · this re.s·,_earch coup:·1e.d wit.h th~- i:rrrrnense .. res·earch on_ :Ze::r·o-one. 
p·:t?ogra:roming ~co.de-s J3h:ould :Y:ielcL pra:ctical :pr.o·cedµr.es· :for· -obt·a.i~-i:p.g_ 
,. 
o_pt·imal s·olut.:t·ons, to .. c~.rtain types .o,_f .. sqh_ed:uling ·probleIJ,i.s·-•. ·u 




. . . . . ·. . •. . • • 3 . 
'-.of M... L.. Balins.ki , E. 
I · · . ·1·6 
,. Le.gge·tt ;. an.d Cain. · ·· 
·:· :j~niplici t enumerat.ioh. t:ype ·: . · ·>! rt· i$. e.ssentia.lly ·a: bran.,ch: and. b·:otirid. 
._I. 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Definitions 
·-; In a job schedu]~i_ng problem tasks or operations .a,re _·per.for-med 




:,,lil~c:h:i:..:nes , " and the items a.re referr~d t.9 as "jobs. " In the job-
snop problem to: "be: studi_ed het·e, 'the .machines are a.11 different and 
,e:ach must process ·all ijob_s::_, but :z¢ro processing: time is allowed. 
. . . the sequence for that jio"tl!t-
The "processing t-:-imef" .is the time n.ee(led to process a :given 





for a gi-ve.h JolJ on all the machines. The sequence of machi~es thro~gh 
w:h;i·c;t;i t3.: 11arti.cu1ar job is processed is the "technol_ogi.cal order" . 
:Thie' '':earlie·st start time" is the earliest time that : '• ~. . . ·~ ~ . - . . : 
:a partipulEt:t: j:.ob: can b·e started on ·the first machine for some 
oocontrollal>-le re.as.oh- stl.ch as material or manpower availability. 
"I'he :'t:iue d~te-'' i-s the late·s:t possible time that a job can be :fini.shed. 
A "schedul·e'·' ·is ·the sequence of jobs to ·be processed at a 
given machine and a ''solution" is a set cf' schedules for all 
machipe-s. "Makes pan" is the elapsed time from the instant machines 
be·gin processing jobs. to that instant that the last machine running 
' <;?Ompletes t ts last j-'_db.. Ah '' optimum solution" is the feasib.le s.et 
o:r schedules th.at has the shortest possible mak.espan. 
' \,,,,- ' - ' 
-•- -------
' ) __ II 















Scheduling _prob.lem:s 'ttSilally have, cert.:E:Lin. re:str:ict'ions associated-! . 
:W:;j..th them. 
1 
Tne specifi<:: re$tri.ctions: that tb.e problem d-~cussed here 
j. ~ i ' 
will obey are as follows:. 
!' 
·1. .Jul j:ob::s: are proce,ss.e.d. once: dn ea..ch ·m.aehi:ne. HQweve:r·:, ze·rc:r. ·' -· 
j.qb ·times .are aiiowe·ci .. 
·,· 
-~. 
2 . ::Ea.·ch. machine c:rt3ll. pr:c:td.·e.s s, :drily or.ie job ·at. a ~time . 
3.:... A job must be .. compl·ete.d aft·:er start.:ing -on a machine (i.e. N·o. 
jobsp.li tting:),.t!. 
-The processing time :for e.ach. :j.ob. at .. each machine is known and. 
i:t1cludes ·any set-up time· or t·rans:port delay·. 
5.. Ea:ch :j.db must be pro,c.essed i'h some known technological : . 
I 
'OJr-der~, but the order need not be t·ne same :ror all j ob.s. · 
.6:. The earliest ·a-tart times are· kp.o"W,ll. 
7., Due dates n:eed h:ot be th~ ·s:e.me: £or .all jqbs; .•. 
8'.• In~proceefs:· :.Ln.vent .. o.-cy i-s· :allowed .. 
····:S~. The resou:rc·e- cost o:r a s·olution set: o,t· ·sch.e&Ule·s depends. 
,only upon the makespan • ., 
ll I 
! 
10. The job processing schedule ;-may vary b.etwe~n machines·. 
The Job Shop Problem 
The problem this thes-:i.s is c~ncerned with is th.e processi.ng' of 
; 
:! N jobs on M machines. For this problem a Processing Time Matrix, a " I 
\ Technological Order Mat:t'ix, an Earliest Start Time Vector, and a Due 
i ' 



















tl1ere 'i/s: a f:tn·i·te number of possib.:L:e: solttb·ions. 'I'her·e:rore, it is not-. 
, ,s:o1ut:ion91 ··can "Q·e comp·].e·tely ·def~·~eci a.s· :p.ar~·icular permutation_s o:t the:: 
i , 
. . j.ob 1list at e.·a.ch. m.achine. ~:is c;orre.sporicl:s to (N!) possible ·schedules. 
at each machine. Since any ,Sched1ile at a :machine can be comb~i-ned 
with any of the (N ! ) schedules at a.not·h:er machine·, there a.re (_NI )M 
total po~sible sets-~ of .schedules when the technoiogical order is . -- ! ;:.· 
:sp·ecified. Of the•Se (N! )M possible schedules only between (NI·) and 
(N! )M are feasil::>l.e solutions. All (N! )M post3i~p:J:Le. solutions are 
·not fejasib:.le. since· :certain eret.s o·f schedules may not be possible 
'• -. 
w.:ithin: the c·onst·.ra.ints· o·t tne known technological orderings. ,For 
example, consider the p:r-obl·em of scheduling two jobs on two machines. . . . 
\ 
If the required techn.ologlcai·order is the same for both jobs, 
see Figure II-3, all possible solutions are :feasible as showri in that 




ther1 are only three feasible solutions. Solution 3 b:e.comes infeas-I, 
i 
' 
• . . \. . 
. . . . . . • 
• . . . • I • 'i1:>le :.sin·ce· it is. impossible to schedule ·Job, 2 .~ead o:r Job l on I \ 





• The scheduling problem to .be investi_gated can b:e· ·stated ' ' 




















' . . .\., .. 
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z = L L 
i=l j=l. 
. :subj e·ct to ·t·he constraints.; 
1. L. l 
E j=l 
2. AX < B 
-
:::: ·_1. 
3.~ all x .. = 0 or· 1~ lJ 
C.. • X-tj 
.. l.J .. 
••• ' N 
;, 
The• variables. are defined as· :f'ollow.s : . ' ., .. · ........ ' . .. 
I _, 
:N = the total number of jobs :available- for: soheduli_ng · 
L. = the tott=t_l number of -s·che.:dul~_s 1ross}ble· for job i 1 
xi_j = 1 if job i is_ sched.u·le:d to be - start·ea. i.n s.ch.edule j 




a .. j. J_ 
- ' 
0 otherwise 
= Cost associ.:a.ted. with start:tn.g .J·O.P i in schedule j 
;::: ·am.o-tmt or· re-source avai.lable· f.qr scheduling on any 
.. 
machine· :m for time peri.od .k 
= l if job :i can be pro-cessed using schedule j on 
machine m ·in time: pe:ri.od. k 
0 otherwise 
Figure II-4 shows the f'q:mnul:a.t:t.on trf.· this problem in tJibleau form. 
I 6 
·! 
. Byrne indicat)e:s: ·that in ,or.der to be able to use branch-and-
i bound techniq11e,s in.- th.~- :s\o:lution o:f job shop problems, two r·equirements 
must be- me:t:: 
•. 
1. It must be poss-ible·- to express all possible strategies 








' ' [ 
·. I[ 




















2.: It must be· possible to calculate a lower bound for cost 
at any ~ode of the tree, where this lower bound is the 
cost of any· strat_egy- which passes through the node. 
For computat·ional efficienc_y- a third. re.quirement could be added: 
3. The ·lower bounds calculated s:hould be reasonab.ly· close, t··o· 
the actual values of the cost. 
, Lawler and 'wood19 give an exceXl.en.t description of the branch-
and-bound technique and state that ''branching-and-boundi.ng is an 
.·· intelligently structured search o_;f: the- space of all feasible solutions. 
· .. 




Most c~~only, the space of ail :reas.ible solut:ions is repeatedly par-
• ti tioned int·o smaller and smaller subsets, .and a lower bound liri 
the case···of minimization} is ·calculat.ed tqr th.e cost· of the solutions 
. . 
. . . 
within each subset. 
... -. ' .. '. ; . '' .. 
After eaon partitioning, tppse subsets with a"_ 
b.ound that exceeds the cost ·.of a known feas·ib.le :solution are excluded 
' l 
:f':ro:m.: -~l.l further par·tf.t·i.ortin,g~'.. The parti.ti.oning continue.a until 
-~- f~Ets.·:ibl~ $-oiutio:ri .is toun~d ,su-ch: that it.Er c:ost i)3. -n.o: greater than 
Th~ br:atich-a.nd-bound techni:que is conce:rned with th.e: s·ol·lition 
of' ;a combinatorial problem.- A combinatorial problem is. one of 
-
a;s·si-gning · d:i.s crete n})llleri cal values to some finite set of variables X, 
in .such a way_ as to satisfy a set o.f constraints and minimi.ze s_ome 
Objective f'lJ+}ction, Z(X). Agin1 has de:fined the algorithm employing 
··the branch-and-bound method. However, a statement of the problem . 
and certain preliminary- definiti.ons are required as a basis for his 
' 
1 . 








. , r . 
J . 






' des.c·riptions in the literature, is the "traveling salesman problem" 
. . . 21 pf Little, et a.1.-... · 
Consider the :a.s.signm.ent of the values o: or l. to vB.riables· 
JC = { xij } for the objective function 
j • J. 
Lc.j x .. j·.· 1 1. j · . . .. 
(i, j = 1, 2, •.•.• , N} , . Minimize Z(X) = L 
where X.j.i is one 
.J. . 
if the salesman travels from city i to city j. and 
zero. otherwise and. C· .·· . :ts the c-os_:·t · as1soc·ia.ted with t l · f ···iJ: . .. . . rave irr~ rom 
eity ·i to city j. 








.An assignm.erit of numerical values 
to X that satisfies all the 
. 
constraints. 
A solution to the problem. 
0 = { s } , the complete solution 
space for the combinatorial 
problem. 
A subset of f2 
The exhaustive division of n fnto 
dis_joint subsets 8 1 , 8 2 , • ~., _Sn· 
· The p:r9cess o:C-1 ·pa.rti tioning· a 
.subs.et S ·i·:r.ito m disjoint subsets 
Sl, S2 , •.. , Sm, where 
S1 U·S2 U •.• USm = S, and 
s.us. = <I> ' i =# j . 
. 1 J 






















the node N. · 
Intermediate node: A node N from which no branching 
has yet taken place. 
Final. node :· An intermediate node which 
-
consists of a single solution, s. 
L(N): A lower bound on the value.of 
the objective f\mction -for all 
solutions associated with. node N. 
Using these definitions Agin1 defines the b.ra.nch-and-bolllld 
)1lgori thm, in general, as "A set of rules for 
(1) branching from nodes to new nodes, 
(2) determi.ning lower bounds for the new nodes, 
·,£, .. , 
'I. 
(3) · choosing an intermediate node from which to branch.next, 
(4) rec_ognizing when a node GOhtains only infeasible or. non-
optimal solutions and 
-~-· 
(5) recognizing when a final node contains an optimal solution." 
From these rules it is noted that the br~chi_ng characteristi.c 
pr.ovides f'or the complete enumeration of all possible solutions 
1. 
an.ci. the boundi~-g characteristic provides the means f'or recognizing 
' 
an optimum solution prior to complete enumeration. Therefore, the 
algorithm must solve the combinatori.al problem since the solution 
space is finite •. 
-. 
' . ! 
I I ' 
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= time. t·:6- p:r6:.c·es,~. :job i on machine j 
TECHNOLOGICAL ORDER MATRIX 
Process 
l 2 • • • m 
l 6 
• • • 2 
2 m. •. • • .4 
• . . • • 
• •• ii •• . •. .. 
• ·. ·I . .. •· ... •• • l· 
5 7 • • ... 3 
.• 












































Wr.iere. Yi is the e:arlie$t.' start time permitted :ror j:ob i 
to: be processed. 
'DUE 'DATE VECTOR 
Job 1 2 
• • • n 
Time 
• • • 
:.: I 
• I 
Where Z. is t:r1.e ]Lt:ttest i:tm:¢· permitte::q.- for J:'C)b i t.o be pro-
cessed. 1 I 
FIGURE II-2 i .: ·1 
.. ~. . r 
/:. 
r . 






































Solution 1: Machine 1 Schedule= 1, 2 
Machine 2 Schedule= l, 2 
S·o:J.~uti:o.n 
. .· . . •. - . - . 
. S·.alut:ion 






Machine 1 Schedule -
-
Machine 2 Schedule -
-
Machine l ·Sche·dule -
-
Machine 2.Schedrue· = 










1 2 .. , 
2, 1 
Machine 2 Schedule= 2, l 
FIGURE II-3 
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·variables X xl2 • • • • XlL x21 x22 • ~ 
- ell cl2 c11 c21 c22 - • • • • 1 




... . J:db N 
':".; 11 11 11 11 11 
a21 a22 all al2 alL1 • • • • -
• 
• 
MACH 1 Time 
• kl kl kl kl kl Periods k all al2 alL a21 a22 • • • • 1 
• • • • • • ' ' I 
' -
,I 
-l • • • • • • i 
. . 














MACH M Time 
• 
Periods k kM kl-1 kM ' kM. kM all al2 • • • alL a21 a22· 1 
• • 
• • • 
• 
• • • • • • 





• • x21 • • • XNl XN2 2 
c21 CNl CN2 • • • • • 2 
1 1 
11 ll 11 
a2L aNl,aN2 • • •· .. • • 2 
kl akl akl 
a2L2 • • • • • Nl N2 
• • • 
• • •• 
• • ..• 
.... 
kM . kM' kl-1 








• • • XNLN 
• . ' . cN~ 
• • .  1 
11 
































































III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CO:MPUI1ATIONAL PROCEDURE 
The algorithm that is bei.ng investigated in this. thesis . to 
23 solve the scheduli_ng -problem was S1l:ggested by G. · M. Schultz . The 
a_lgo!i thm consists of the followi.ng steps ( see ~igure III-3) . 
I. 
( 1) Solve the linear program using the r_egular simplex method. 
~ 
If all the variables are O or l, th_e solution is optimal 
arid no further work is needed. If some variables are 
fractional, then call this level zero (b=O), and proceed 
to step (2) af'ter setting b = 1. 
(2) Select a job which is not in solution at the b level. In 
general a job i will be selected :for consideration. · Go 
to step (3). 
-(:3.) Set variable xil = l. Solve the resulti_ng linear program-
ming problem as a regular problem and record the value of 
the objective function. Go to step (4) •· 
(i4) 
{:5} 
Set variable l. Repeat the as, • step xi2 - same proces.s in -
. ( 3) . Go to step (5) . 
· Repeat the same process .. as in step ( 3) for all variables 
associated with this job, recordi_ng the value of the ob-
jective .function for each variable. If for the variables 
xij which were 
<). km 
a:ny bk Jaij 
" 
set equal to one, the solution contains 
in the o~iginal problem~ the solution is 
infeasible and the objective function is set equal to -
infiriity. Proceed to step (6). 
. .. 















.(6) If' some soluti;ons ~j are [O,l] , label these nodes as 
:feasible solutions. Go to step (-7). 
'>,· 
(7) Branch from that.node with the lowest objective function 
value. If this node is a IO,l] solution, then an optimal 
solution has been found. I~ not, set the value of b for 
the lowest Zbj t.o bm. Go to step ( 8). 
·(:8) If there are L jobs at this level which are s1ated tt) 
start in the same time period for all nodes, then let 
b = b + L + 1, if not, let b = b +l. Go to step (9). m m 
'(9) If' L>O, proceed to level b = b + L + 1 and slot .all jobs 
m 
contained in Lin their respective levels in the branching 
process. Go to step (2). 
Figure III-~ is a :flow chart of the above -8:lgorithm. 
The a_lgorithm is a branch and bound technique w}lich uses an 
imbedded linear program to :find the bounds and implicit enumeration 
to evaluate the possible solutions. This thesis is concerned with I 
• 
the .problem of' the selection of' the job to be brought into solution 
at each level. It has been noted7 that the. order in which the jobs 
are brought into solution affects the amount of time needed to find 
i 
an optimal solution. A discussion of the techniques to be investi-
gated will be presented· in Chapter IV. 
An example of the type of scheduli_ng p:roblems that will' be 
exandned can be derived from the information shown in ~igure III-2. 
~igure III-2 is an example f'or two jobs on three machine classes, " 
where each class has a specified number of machines available for 



























shown ine ~igure III-3. It may not be immediately apparent ·how 
Figure III-3 was derived from the information in ~igure III-2, s.o 
a brief explanation will be given:. The rows of the matrix can be 
divided into two groups. The r·irst group consists of the equality 
.cqnstraints. These constraints· allow one. and o_nly one possible_ 
s.dhedule - to ·b·e used for any job. Thus , there is a on-e in every 
fc:>r job 'i t·hat shows a possible schedule: f):>r· job i. Since 
i 
tJ:1)ere .a.re f'qu.;r· possible ways to schedule job one the :first row has ' I 
': 
a one placed in the first f'our c:ol11mns~ which correspond to job~ 
one, and zero (blank) in th~ remaining column·s. Similarly for row 
two which corresponds to job two. 
The· second group of rows consists of the possible schedules for 
each job. Each machine class is assigned the number .of time periods1 
available for scheduli.ng and listed as shown in Figure III-3. The 
no restri ct:i·on f'or either job concerning starti.ng time. r:r· there 
were, just start·- the procedure from the appropriate time period. I 
' 
Check the Technological Order Matrix for· the mach,ine class ·order- for· 
I 
job one. In the example, the order is )~-, 2, 3. Next, note the 
number of machines needed fo:r job one in each class. In the, example·, , 
'. 
machine • needed • each -class for job A possible schedule 
one 1S in one. I 
for job one •• to the :first two time periods :for machine class l.S use 
( since the processi_ng time needed is two time periods) , the third 
_ time period for class two, (processi_ng time needed is one time-
period), and the fourth, fifth, and sixth time periods for class 
















' : , ; • ' • • i- ; -·'. <: 
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possible schedule is to keep the same time periods for classes one 
and two and allow a unit of in-process inventory between classes two 
and three, therefore scheduling job one on class three in time periods 
five, six, and seven. Having reached the due date for job one, time 
introduce any further in-process inventory 
•, between classes two and three. Next, consider placing a \1.D.it of 
in-process i·nventory between classes one and two and generating the 
next schequle with no in-process inventory between classes two and 
three. Now increase the in-process inventory between classes two 
and three until t·ime period seven is reached on the last c1ass. Theil 
go back to class one and increase the in-process inventory between 
classes one and two. Continue as previously with class three. 
Finally, consider delaying the start .of j:ob. .one on the first class 
and repeat the generation considering the· p·ossibi.l:ity of in-process 
inventory between each of the classes.. 'rh·e ··number placed in each 
possible schedule is the number of m.achi..nes needed for that job in 
each class. Since ·all classes i;n: j:ob: one require one machine, all 
:on~.s are placed. ip.. tl1e four possible schedules for job one. Thus, 
' 
. the schedules for :job one are found. 
Job two's schedules are found in the same manner as job one's. 
The technological order for job two is 3, l, 2. This means -that 
the ·job starts on machine class three and finishes on machine class· 
. two. The due date for job twp is the .sixth time period, therefore 
., 
the schedules cannot go beyond· time period six on machine class two. 1 
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one, two, and. three (processi.ng time is three units). Proceeding 
to machine class one job two is scheduled in time period four and 
finally job two is scheduled in time period five for machine class two. 
Since the due date hasn't been reached yet, a ·unit of in-process 
inventory is introduced between machine classes one and ·two and 
another schedule results with job two bei_ng processed on machine 
clas;s two in time period six. Since the due date has now been reached~ 
proceed to introduce other in-process inventory and delays as :for 
_job one. Doi_ng so results in the four schedules shown in· Figure 
·rII-3. Next,, looking at ~he number of machines needed in ·each class 
' f'or job two it is seen that the need :for machine classes one, two 
and three is one, two and two respectively. Therefore in each 
• schedule for job two the number placed opposite machine class one 
i's a one, opposite machine class two is a two, and opposite machine 
·class three is a two. This can be seen in F.igure III-3. 
The right hand side is derived from the number of machines 
available in each machine class. Since there is only one machine 
available in machine class one for each of the time periods, a one 
is placed in the right hand side for each time period of mach~ne class 
one. Similarly, a·two is placed opposite each time period in machine 
class two and a three opposite each time period in machine class three. 
It is coincidental that the machine class number is the same as the 
-:., 
number of machines available in that machine class. 
. ~-
' The objective function to be minimized is found in the followi.ng 








.j.ql). _Ass:,ign a two t·o. ·t.11..ose $:ctre,.dules wh.ic.h.: :finish one t,ime pe:r.iqd 
i 
:schedule s.ince it. will mJ:rti:rnize· the sum ofi the value$· in the ob-
[· " 
:j ecti v~. fun.ction. A :pr-:og:ra:rn has ·been. wri t,ten .i'1i. Fort·ran IV for the 
'Th· . t d. sti· .. t 0 ·-t .. p· .... · ···········am···.. · o .. ·.· :.f.· ·W ...h.· ...1·· .. c·n h·,. . ''t.W. ·.o ... · .. · .~1;e. 1 ,ar-e wo 1 .· P.:G·.: ma;.Ln .rogr· .. ·. $~. ::one · ;a$ 
and the iother one 1{3 the a-ctual algorithm. Thi:f? s.ec·on.d .one has ·t~e !: 
:~ f 
two s11b~,outi~$s. One subroutine is called CHo·r·CE an,.d .i.t is use>d to 
·dete.rmi:ne the or.a.er in whi·.ch the jobs are :scheduled.. CHOICE ·is 
' 
:A li:st:i.ng is provided in Appen.dix B, for ¢Om:pleten:ess. 
Tr{e· program .for· ·generati.ng tp.e ID.atrix fr.om. the ·. information in·· 
,is .cwrently des,i@~d. to generate a P.roblem for ·ten j·obs on ten 
.machines and uses approximately l.00 ,oo·.o. bytes of core memory on an 
,IBM ·360 I 50 computer. The prob:le·m .s,ize may be increased to , ·f'ill the. 
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27 
The: ·problem, as 
gene:tat.ea. :for t:he: algorithm, is s:toreid on·· -~ .dis:k ::Pack. in a packed 
·:ptol:>'.l .. em wit:b PROGEN is virtua.1.-ly· the same meth;o·d ·tn.at was described· 
., 
The :_pr.ogram for tn:e actual ·solut.io:ri ·to. the· _p·ropl·ern ·is c:·~tle-.d 
.s:OLD111E. ~nd ·is also li~;:ted. in Appendix B. SOLUI'E is- curr~nt.iy 






.1:e·~-:~r than .nine hundre·d :po:;sJ=>.ible schedules. Th~- problem t:.o be s61:ved ., ... 
.. ·must .f:it i.nt·o a ·5:3· :X ::5?Q.O: a:rray. S.OLU'fE w:a.s ];}rogrammed in FORTRAN IV 
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Select a job 
not in solution 
at b level 
Set X =l J·=1, ... ,N • • !t J.J 
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30 
b=bm 
here L job 
lated to start • in 





Proceed to level b 




·- -·· -----· -------------,---
No b=b +l m 




























in each Machine Class 
Class 
1 2 3 
Avail 1 2 3 
3.1 
"TECHNOLOGICAL:ORDER 
Job l 2 
l l 2 
2 3 l 
Earliest 






each job in each 
l 2 3 
1 1 l 1 







. .. D ta :f'or sChedtil:i.~. Z .j·obs on .3 1118,Cbine classes in 7 time :periods. 
~... . 1 
·l 
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-I, I ,. Job l ! - - Job 2 - (:} ! 
,.._,. 
! .:"··.1 
~ .. ' 
>;:·', 
'., 





- ' () 
(.'\ 
e--··,, Job 1 1 1 1 1 =l ;;·,,; f'J 
:-~ 
!'-',' 
Job 2 1 1 l l =l ll t~i 
,'1 
n1 
'1 [·A 1 l .. l. < 1 (;!] ;1 J:1, 
- ~~j 
/1:.:r 2 l ·i l.- .. 1 < 1 It! Fi:; -, Fl 
-
·:.,,, 
t,~ };ft Machine 3 1 < l i11 
"' I ' -Class l ;:-" 4 1 l < 1 l~ I - ., \' t-. 5 ·1 l < l r; r, .. · .. · 
-
6 t, < 1 ,. C-fl 
- I I rr < 1 -' 
- i. t '1 • < 2 I I -
2 < 2 I 'ii 
1. 
Machine 3 l l < 2 




1 5 2 < 2 
- . 
6 2.: ·2: ::2 < 2 I 
-
~1 < 2 
-
'l 2 2 2: < 3 
-
' 
2 ··"" 2 ·2 2· 2 < 3 ! -... ·. 
I Machine 3 2 2. 2· 2 < 3 
-
i Class 3 I I 4 1 2 < 3 I I -
- I ~· .. < 5 l .l ·1 l 3 -- . 
J 
. - ·, 
-
6 l 1 1 1 < 3 
-
" 
~7 1. 1 1 < 3 _, 
Objective 2 2 2 l -~ l . ·2· ·2 ·,· .. 
,, 
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IV. Des cri:Etiori of · the J.ob~Ord.eri!)S l4ethodp Inv:=stigated 
The subroutine CHOICE, as stated· in Chapter III, is th~· section 
... 
:o·r· the pr_ogram that is used to :determine the order that the jobs 
should be entered into: s.QJ_ution. E~ght different job-ordering methods 
were investigated. -Tlres:e eight methods are:. 
(1) Largest q;uftl viriable, 
{f~) Shortt=flt processi_ng time:., 
{3) Earliest ·du.e dat·e_,. 
(5) Shortest processi·ng time :.consid.er.:Lng due, dates, 





I;.argest number· o-f · ope·rat:i:ons w.it:h longest processing tixp;e .. ~ 
Random. 
The eight methods will now be dis·cuss,e.p ir.t t:he· order in which they 
were-presented. 
(l) Largest Dual Variable 
·.:,,. .. 
This subroutine is shown. in Fi-gure IV-l. Each job has :a corres-
_pondi,ng dua.l jyariable which, is. 'calculated by the sub:rout}ne SIMPLE. 
( 
.. 
These. dual vari.able values· are r-~~·cl, 1..argest first, f.o'r ·those jobs , 
·:whit!h are not yet in so·lution. ·Tp.i:$: ranking is done at :t:~ach level 
.and the job with the largest duEtl va.~iable, of those n·ot yet in 
.s:o;lution, is selected to be piaced into· solu.ti·an: next. 
(.2) Shortest Processing 'Time 



















. tb~ j:ob. with tr.re :nios_t· processi.ng tirne last;_.. Orlly· those jo"Qs :whicn. 
a.re· not yet in solution are. cons:idered.-. Th·e: job with the .leas:t 
t0t-al processing time is pla.ce:d i·nt-o ·s··olution next. 
( 3) Earliest · Due · Date 
This subroutine is s.:t-i.owt1. :i:r:i:: F:igt+r.e ::tv:.3. Each J_ob· has a date 
. ·.r,. 
- due dat:e·. Each j.ob ~s :·r.ari.k .. e:d i·n c:,:r.der·, from e·arlie.S,;t t.o latest, !PY 
; ~-
., 
" due. date. Q1.1ly t·hc::>:se jobs· wh;L.ch ,are not y~t j..·n :solut:ion. are considered. 
·{4). · Minimum Slack ·Time 
_.j-Ql:> ts obt·aine.ci by subtractiµg tl'le.· tat;a1 ·pro,ces-s·i!Lg time :ne.cesSfJJ7 
f'or that job from the job's· du.e date::. Th.is. ·O:ifference is the amount: 
t>f time by which eitber the: j:{~p c·a.n b:e. d¢.l:ayed. before it must be 
started or the· aIIJ.ount o:r· in-.pr.Qc.e:s..s- ·del.ay aJ..1owe·d. The delay or 
· .. s.··1ack t ili.e :is·. then ranked in or.d.er., le-ast· first. O.t.1.-l.y· those jobs 
xrot yet :in. solution are consiclered.. The .j:ob ·wi.th the :least: slack 
t-:tme . is then placed into solution next. 




This subroutine is shown in Figure IV-5. First , t.l+~· pro.c~ssiti,~g · 
t.irn.e for the jo"b.s not in .. $.O.lution .ar~ added together. Next, con-
s-ider.i._ng only th.e . . J:cfb:Et not ye.t. i:r1 solL.}..rt.i:on ,. ·thos·:e jobs whose -due \ 
date ·1s past the 'sUip. ·o:f' tne :pr.oce.ssi:rig t.:im.E=S found previously a.re 
\ 
. 







a ... ,( .. . . 
time last. Now, consideri_ng only those jobs not in solution or 
, ranked, the processi_ng times for the remaini_ng Jobs are added to~ 
gether, and those jobs with due dates exceedi.ng the new total are 
ranked on tdp of the previous jobs. This continues until all the jobs ' 
/ are ranked. The job with the shortest processing time, considering 




'(6) Largest Ni..unber of Operations . i 
This subroutine is shown in Fig,ure IV-6. Each job ·is ranked by 
the number of machine classes it must go through. The job with the 
I 
I 
I most machin:e .. classes to be p.r·pcesse.d ,on is ranked :first. Only·tlp.ose 
' 
;. 




l . .. -
is placed into solution next. 
( 7) Largest Number of Operations with Longest Processing Time CJ 4 
This subroutine is shown in Figure IV-7. For each job not yet 
scheduled a number s i;,$ calculated~ where s is the: sum ·of ·the r,eci-
procals of the processing time:::;l for that job ·on. each macl:line. class. I 
·The jobs are then ranked ·according to the value· of s for each job, 
' with the lowest value of s ranked first. The job with the lowest 
value of s is then placed into solution next 1• 
(8) Random 
This subroutine is shown in ~igure IV-8. A random number is 
·· gen~rated for each job not in solution. The jobs are then ra.nk.ed 
by descending random numbers. The job with the lar~est random 
I •• , 
\ . 
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c·omp:arison ot·her :m.ethod·s 
.... _-·-- ... if it really .for See 
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V METHOD OF EVALUATION 
The input that is used to generate a problem is representative 
of the characteristics of that problem. The inputs for each job are: 
'(l) Processing time per machine 
( 2) Total processi_ng time 
(3} Technological order 
( 4.) Earliest start time 
(i5) Due date 
( 6) Machines needed in .. ·e.ach mac.:t1i_r1~: ,cl:a.s~ 
( 7) Machines available in each mac.hine cla.S··S 
Among these inputs the one that af:fects the scheduling of job:s :most. 
is the total processing time. This is because the number of' schedules 
. per job are directly related to the ~total processing time needed ;by 
that job. This is shown by the following.formula: 
where 
" 
(IT-TPROC + NMACH)! 
.NSPJ = -( N_MA_CH_)_!_( I-T---T-P-RO_C_)_! 
NSPJ = number of .schedules per job 
TJ?ROC = total processing time needed on the job 
IT = number of time periods the job is schedul·ed over 
NMACH = number o:f machine classes used on the job 
.. The formula also shows that the number of schedules per job is dependent 
. 
1 
upon the.number of time periods the job is scheduled over and the 
number of machine classes used on the job. However, these two factors 
I 
' 







are kept constant for all problems at fifteen time periods and three 
machine classes. 
The actual scheduling of the Job, and the ease with which it is : 
achieved, is dependent upon the possible number_ of schedules for that 
job. The more possible schedules, the easier it·is·to fit a job 
into a schedule to reduce the idle time for all jobs in the schedule •. 
For ~hat reason1the probi~ms were constructed on the basis of total 
processing time per·job~ 
Four problems were constructed to illustrate the. three main 
possible job'combinations. These job combinations are: (l) all 
jobs of short duration; (2) ·all jobs of' long duration; anq. (3) a 
y mixture of long and short duration jobs. The four problems are shown 
in Figures V-1 through V-4. Problem one has four jobs all of relatively 
short duration. Problem two has six jobs all of relatively long 
" 
duration. Problems three and four.have a mixture of long and short 
duration jobs. 
1Each method will be compared on the basis of Central Processing_ 
Unit (CPU) time. This is a measure, in hundredths of a minute, of the 
1
a.mount of time that the program is being worked on in the central 
processor or the computer. A maximum of thirty minutes is allowed, 
and if no solution has been round in that.time period the program 
· terminates. 
I While the programs were being ''deb~ged" and a sample problem 
. 
. 
run to check the validity ·of the pr_ogram, it was noted that no optimal 
'\. 

























of CPU time. This raised the problem o:f how to compare the efficiency · 
oi the job ordering methods. It was decided that zero-one feasibility 
would be used. That is, the problem would be considered solved when 
a feasible zero-one solution was found. This meant that. it was now 
impossible to know whether or not the optimal integer answer had 
been f'ound. However, it could :s:till be stated as· to within what 
I 
I • 
per cent thel feasible solution was of the best. ':po:ssible integer I 
·solution. Ther~fore each method was eyaluated on the basis of CPU 
I 
·ti·m.T a.nd wi thi.n what per cent· its feasible solution was· of the best 
; 
possible integer· solution. The best possible integer solution would 
be obtain1d. from r.oundi:ng up the opti;r.t,1~l non-integer solution obtained 
I 
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Problem 1 
SchefiUfe. 4, J ob~s ?n. 3! ma.chin.e- c}-.aS~e~. ·.i? f-!. ,t,i¥1e periods 
Time ' Process ins . Technolosica.11 Order I 0 
Mach 
Job 1 2 3 Total Job 1 ·2 3 
l l l l 3 1 1 2 3 
2 0 2 2 4 ! 2 3 2 .1 i i 
\ 
'2 2 3 3 
c; 3 2 7· 3 .l .,.. 





2 j: \ 
·3. .. 
4 
Machines Needed For 
Each Job in Each Class 
Job 1 2 3 
I l l 1 l 
2 0 2 l. 
3 3 l . 2 
. 4 l 2 1. 
I 
:1 \ 
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·problem 2 . 
Schedule ?.·Jobs ·on 3 machine classes in l5 time periods 
1 
,' Processing Time Technolo6ical Order 
Job 1 2 3 Total Job 1 2 3 
l 3 3 3 9 l 3 2 l 
2 4 5 0 9 2 2 l 3 
3 3 4 .4 ,.11 . 3 1 2 
.3 
·4 5 0 ·6 11 ·4 3 l :2· 
-~·· 4 5 :4, 1·3: .. ,. ' . 5· 2 :a l ·., 
. 6 5 4 5 l:4. 6: 3 2 :1, 








Machines Needed For I 
Each Job in Each Class 
Job l 2 3 
1 1 2 1 
\ 
2 l l 0 
3.: 2\ 1 1 
4. l 0 ·2 
1 
·5 2 l, l 
I 
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Schedule 5 jobs on 3 machine classes in 15 time periods 
C + C I 
Process ins 'Time Tech:nol6$ical Order 
Process 
l 2 3 Total Job l 2 3 
l 2 0 3 1 2 l 3 
2 2 l 5 2 3 l 2 
5 6 0 . . . . 1·1 .. 3, . 1 2 3 -
5 3 4 12 .. 4 2 3 :1 .• 
4 5 4 i·.3 . 5· 3 2 J.. ' 
Start Time-Due Date 
Earliest Due 
Job Start Time Date 
l 0 15 
2 0 13 
a ... :Q· '. 
.l,5 
:4 ·O: i:.4. 
... 5: 0. 1·5 . 
·~ 
-Machines Needed 1 For Machines Available 
1 
Each Job in Each Class in Each Machine Class 
Job 1 2 3 Class Avail.· 
l 1 l 0 l 2 
2 l l l 2 3 
i 
·3 
. i 2 l 0 3: [1 
:4· 
.. l 2 l 



















Sched;lle 6 . .Job,s O?.·?. ~,a.cp.i:1e cl.apse.s. i,nw·15 t,ime ·periods 
Processing Time Technolosica1·order 
1 2 3 Total Job 1 2 3 
l 2 2 2 '6 l 2 1 3 
2 
" 
0 .3 2 5 2 3 2 1 
I 
~·I 3 3 ::3: ·9 3 3 1 2 .. 
I it 4 
.3 ·3. ... lO :4. 2 3 l 
4 5 3 ~5· i2· 5· 3 2 .1 ·-. ' . - .. • 
·. ·. 
·6 5 4 4 . :13 6 l 2 3. 













M~chines Needed Fbr 
Each Job in Each Class 
Job J_ 2 3 
1 1 2 1 
2 0 2 1 
'3· l l l 
:4: 2 1 ·2 
I· 
' 
. 5: 1 l 2 























. . '. 
15 
Machines Available 
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VI - RESULTS 
The four te:s.t :problems were rµr1 u.~ing: each. ·of the eight job 
I. 
orderingr methods discussed in Chapt.er rv·.. 'The· results are presented 
in Figure VI-1. This figure gives the .optimal non-integer solution 
to each of the four problems and the· Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
time r~quired :for each method to :find a :feasible zero-one·solution. 
I 
This :feasible zero-one soiution, and what per cent of the best 
possib·le. optimal solution it is.,: are also presented in Figure VI-1. 
:The. ·per· ¢ent of the best p·o·ssible optimal solution is defined as 
z - z (1 - :feas. opt. ) x 100. 
z 
opt. 
Pt·ob:lem :one, which only had jobs with short processing times, 
was ei th·er =Solved to a :feasible zero-one solution in approximately 
five minutes, or no feasible zero-one solution was found in thirty 
.m.inµtes. Problem two, which only had jobs with long processing 
t.iriles, was solved. tQ .~ :fea,sible zero.-one Solution by eacll o:f the 
·methods in le.·s·s: ·than twelve minutes•: The Minimum Slack Time method 
fQ.l.UlQ: th·e best. possible optimal ·.z:e::ro-Q,.ne solution in -8.9 minutes. 
Problems three and four, the ones ·wi..th. a mixture of' long and 
I 
··short processing time jobs, are of' most interest, since they are 
. ,. 
thE=. more typical problems :found in everyday operations. Examining 
th'e= 'Inethods used to solve these two problems shows that the Largest 
N11mhe.r ·of Operl1tio~ns method .failed to find a solution in either case. 
Al.so-:, ·the ·R~do:m tl!eihoq, th~ .Snorte·st ·Proces~ing Time method, and 
·i. 
,;, ;, '; 
•-:,., 
- _____ :____ ____ ~~;__~<'"''c!E~ 
·~:. 
the Shortest .Proqes-s-_ing Time Considering Due Dates method all failed 
to find a soluti6i1 ··to problem three. While the other methods found 
solutiori:s to bot.h ll·roblems the Earliest Due Date method took the 
longest time to find -a .solution to prob·lem four, while the. Minimum 
Slack Time method w-a.s, next longest, a.rtd the Largest Number of 
; Operations With The Longe·s.t Processing Time method was :f'ifth longest. 
Comparing the results, the Largest Dual Vari.able method appears to 
have :found a feasible zero-one solution .as• close to the best possible I 
solu:t·fon· as any other .method, and, on the- :ave.rage, its solution time 
·was better than any 0th.er method. 
: s:1:r1ce :the: Largest Dual Variable method. had the best overall 
'results o·n problems three and four i.t was- deoided to formulate 
additionai ··p:r:o"blems t.o be .solved µsi:.ng this ·method and compare them 
with- the Rartclom me:th.od.. The additi=onal. pr-ob.l~ to be solved are 
1 · variations of prob-I.ems: three and four. Th.e technological order for 
I these two problems w·as varie.d t;o ,pro:duce .. s:~veh ad.ditional problems 
from the originals. These,. a.d.d.i t'.i.:on:~l pr.oblem.s.·· wi:11 be denoted 
• are shown. in Eigure VI.--2 .• , The -:result~ o.f these additional runs 
are shown in, :Figure VI-3. ·Th.~ re·s·ult·s :_are expressed in the same 
f'orm as: in· Fig_ure VI-1. '. ' 
' ) 
t; 
It should be.noted in Figure VI-3 that ·there were four instances ~ 
i 
J 
when .the- Rando~ method was unable to f'i:r:1.d ·a.. ·fe~si ble zero-one 






























Variable method took from 2.71 minutes to 30.0 minutes to find a 
:feasible- zero-one solution. It should be further noted that for 
three problems the Largest Dual Variable method found the best 
. 
. possible optimal :ze:rt,-~one solution. 
Examining the results for the :L_EJ.:rge_st Dual Variable method from 
l .. problems three and :four, and their :s-even variations, some statistical ., i 
' 
·I 
·i s·tatements can be made. Using ·the Wilks' distribution-free a I 
- tolerance lj_mits with -proba.bi:lity level 1-E, it can be said that 
for a sample si,z:e of ni.ne 
P{2.71 S x $ 30.0) ~ ~60 
-c:an b,e as~:erted with probability . 90. In other words, it can be 
:s.t·ated tnat a :fe,asible zero-one solution will be found 90% of the 
tipie i.-n 60:% :of the: r:ar.):_ge between 2.71 minutes and 30.0 min'Utes. 
For; th.e Ea.ndoni meth:o:d it c--an be· ass,erted w·i:th probability . 50 that . . . : . 
P.(4.51 ~ X ~ 19.37): > .60 
·,:for a sample size of .four, since the.. ·.:r-~aining :rive problems did 
not yield any fea_sio:l:e_ -zero-one so}ut.ion· in t:he alotted thirty 
minutes of CPU t-inie~ This shows that the, ·targest Dual Variable 
method has: a. niucn higher probability of covering the same per cent 
of a slightly lar;~er range than the Random method. 
;_..,.:. 
Further nonparametric tes·ts could be used to statistic_ally · 
test the 'hypothesis that the solution time u:s·i_ng the Largest Dual 
Variable method ·i,::;, :s_;igri.i:ficantly less than the Random method, but 

















Dual Variable met:hod was less for :ever'Y' problem and in some problems 
I 
I 
t~el difference was large. Problems 3, 3B, and 3D offer convincing I 
I 
' 
evidence of th~ eff~c:t.iveness of the Largest Dual Variable method 
J 
, ,over the, Random ,·method ... 
While ,-tl1e Lar:ges.·t: Dual ·variable ~et:hod-. ·round feasible zero-one 
'i 
:lsolutlons :in l.ess. time ·t:hari the Random method, its feasible zero-o·ne ·, ; 
r 
~ 





:!op.tiIILa.1- S'·o·1uti,on ·a·s:: the Random method. With, either method, however, ! . 








1. lalgori thm.s which are :e-numerat:±·ve, in nature. S'e.-em to have the' same I 
I -~·-
. - I . 
I I 
~pre'dictabili ty. It is known that :L-:l1 ._gene·ral the time required 
. ! . 
:t.o· ,solve :a ·prob·lem incr.e:ases ·as: the, number o:r· possible combinations 
,· 
:inc·re:as:es-. ·Tlle t_.ime .. a.l:s.o ·great-ly depends upon whether or not the 
.optimal i-sal1J.ti:9n li~s· ·close ·to ·the· m±:nimum. ·o.f' the objective function. ! ' 
i 




























































Non~ Largest Shortest Earliest 
Integer' Dual Processing Due Date 
Optimal Variable Time 
Answer (SPT) 
8.5 
* 10 * 30 5.15 30 
89 
10.5 .. : ....... , .. :,, .. ~.-,,~--":-. 
:L5 15 13 
:·5, •. 3 ..5 1.92 7.94 
64 64 82 
1.0 •. () 
13 * 13 .. 13.60 30 13.38 
70 70 
9.5 
11 18.0 11.0 
-
. 
Minimum SPT ·-· Largest LNO 
Slack · Considering Number With 
I 
Time Due Dates of .. Longest 
Operations Processing 
'-~ __ ,.....:_ __ . (LNO) Time 
* 10 10 * 30 4.55 5.11 30 
89 89 
11 15 15 15 
8.9 11.94 1.93 10.64 
100 64 64 64 
17 * * 14 19.43 30 30 3.29 
30 60 
11.0 18.0 . * 11.0 
CPU Time(min. ) 4.25 13.31 20.94 20.75 13.48 30 20.68 
% of Optimal 90 20 90 90 20 90 








































Job 1 2 3 Job 1 2 3 
l 2 l 3 l 2 1 3 
2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 
3 l 2 3 3· l 3 
~-4 2 3 l :4 .. 2 3 l 
5 3 2 1 5' 3 2 1 
6 l 2 3 
3B 4B 
Job 1 2 3 1 2 3 
l 2 l 3 l 2 l 3 
2 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 
3 1 2 3 3 2' 3 l :4 
. . 2 3 l 4 2 3 1 5: 3 2 1 5·: 3 2 1 
. 6-' l 2 3 
3C 4c 
Job l 2 3 l 2 
l 2 l 3 l 2 l 3 
2 2 3 1 2 3. 2 1 
3 1 2 3 3 3 2 l 4:- 2 3 l . . ·:4 2 3 l 
s· _;; 3 2 1 ., 5 3 2 1 









l 2 3 
2 1 3 
3 2 1 
1 2 3 
2 3 1 
3 2 1 ... 












































































· ..... . 
CPU Time 
% of Optimai 
·Problem 4A 
Feasible Solutio.n .. 
CPU Time 




























































* No Feasible Solution found in 30· 






























The·purpose of· the "job shop" problem is to schedule a set of 
Jobs th.rougll .a .. n1Jllloe·r o:r machines in an optimum wey. The joq schedule 
may vary between machi:nes an:d the. required machine techno.l.ogical · 
orderi.ng may vary between job.s. Thus a job-passing situation is 
desqri.bed as opposed to the ·no-passing situation for aµ assembly 
:.line. or flow shop. .An optimum soluti:on for a problem is defined as 
the: .s.:o·iution ·which mini.n:iize·s the elap:sed time between that instant 
t.he .firs:·t ma~hfne ibe'g~·r1;1: to proce·s5, its schedule and that instant 
·the·, 1.ast ·:r.n~cnine run.ning completes .. i·t·s schedule. 
In tl:l.is: p·aper· a computational p;rocedure employing the branch-. ' . 
and-bound teohniqu·e with an imbedded lihear program has been 
investiga.ted ·concerning which method $hould be used to bring jobs 
;i.nto solutif.>n, These: eig11t· :m.etbods of job ordering were tested for 
.:four sample: problems and two. of' the methods were tested with seven 
additional pr-c,blems... .The' ~goritb.m used to find the solution has · 
been explain~d and. a. FORTRAN :computer program has been written to 
.. 
-:perform the :op:erat.io:rts. .. Th·e: procedure used has allowed for a solution 
that :ts either opti:m:u:rn, within any d:es:tr~d. ·fra:G·:tion· of' optimum, or 




The techni·ques emp;Loye.d: ha,te ·allowed for· certain practical 
cor1t·ingencies.. Tlle. possibility that some of the jobs ·skip some o:f 
ft 
·t:h¢ :m..achines i·s allowable by assi·gni.:ng zero processing ·.times at 
the appropriate machines. This in turn allows routine machine 















times set to zero at all machines. If all machines are due for 
maintenance, a single dtll1llilY job may be used with the required 
maintenance time entered as processing time. In addition, constraint 
inputs are provided to delay the start of a particular job or to 
account f'or an earlier due date for some job. Thus, it is not 
necessary :for all .jobs to ·be ready simultaneously to begin process-
ing or to .require the same number of time periods for all jobs • 
. Examination of the results of the eight job ordering methods 
for the first four problems indicated that the time necessary to 
find an optimal zero-ohe solution would, in many cases, be pro-, 
hibitive. It was therefore decided to search only for zero-one; 
.feasibility. The times required to find zero-one feasibility 
i . 
varied greatly from a shortest time of 11192 minutes to no feasible 
.. 
solution :found i-n 3.0.0 rninutes. The best overall performance with 
t·h.e four problems was shown by the Largest Dual Variable method. 
. . It found a ·zero-one feasible solution in a reasonable amount of time 
f.or three of the four ··problems, but then no method found feasible 
· solutions for_ a.1.1.. four· p·roblems. Further comparison of the Largest 
Dual Variable method with the Random method indicated that it had a 
~ \ much higher ·probability of covering the same per cent of a slightly 
larger range than did the Random method. 
It is important to realize that, while the computational 
procedure inves t_igated here with the e_ight job ordering methods· 
was applied to three types of problems within the scheduling area, 






















actual p+ob'l_ems.. ·.It should be possible to int·roduce'. special 
i variations ·to the procedure which will greatly improve its efficiency 
when applied to specific prob~ems of a particular structure and size. 


















• ·,,4:.;.,. " ; 0 ,• ":" •. ',,:·:,-,<••\"•",",,., C • 
VIII RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Several aspects of the computational procedure are open for 
further investigation. First it may be possible to bring in more 
. ' 
than one job at a time. Presently only one job is :forced to solution 
at a- time. :rt may be possible to keep track of the variables in 
. 
such a :ma.r1ne·r as to enabie. mor.e thftn ·.one Job· to be forced int·o 
l 
. - - r· -
'SOlut·ion at one time. 
•· Furthermore, ·t 1· 1·s currently required to solve .a linear program 
att each node. Is ·it possible, by examination of • node, a previous ..... ,.·; . 
:nod~s, ·'t;o qe.t,e:rm.ine what the solution is at a node without solving 
a ·iinea.r pr·q·gr-an1? Can some. o·f: the- bounds be estimated instead of' 
..:.: . 
cal.culated at- ·eao.li. node? A reduc·tion irl the number of linear pro-
grf)tdroti.;ng p:r-oblems· s.olve.d at e·ac.h. level can cause a s_ignif'icant re-
or 
· Another- :a,re:.a .'for investigation :is liqw· to work with a packed 
matrix in a li.near· program solver. A lot of' computer .core space· is -
required t·o s:tore the ·unpacked. matrix form. of the problem ~ong with 
the p~_cl{:ea. form.. ThJJ. :·ma.,lor portion of the. core requirements for 
t:h:is procedure is devoted ·t:o. the- .unp'a.cked matrix. This forces the 
program to store much: of :i t.s. ·results on disks, outside of the computer 
core. The constant us.e :of these disks adds e;reatly to the amount of 
'Other inv~st_igation ~ght be in the area of the decompos~ tion 
... 
of large problems into smaller subsets that would be solved in 
. tandem using the procedure. One las.t suggestion is concerned with· 































the preconditioning of the jobs, of a particular problem. However, 
this presupposes that certain parameters have predictable computing 
time characteristics. Therefore, the more generalized area of 
further inyestigation would be in the area of identifying.those 
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An Illustrative Example Solved Using 















Consider the followi_ng hypothetical problem which is shown in 
tableau form: 


















2 4 5 
l. 1 














Initial solution ;Ls 6; some xij non-integer (Node l)'. 
(1) Step 2. .: 























- l. Solution 







xij non-integer (Node 3). 
x .. 1J 








No [o,l] s oi-µt.:L ons .• 
)· 







:Tie will be broke·n arb·::i.trar_.i .. ly: .an·d wi1l 'Q-~a.nc:b t:o the· next. leve:l 
from node ·3. 
Step 8( 1}: 
Step 
L=O. 
9 ( l): 
s·et b ;: b +l 
m 
L=O, go .to s.t·ep 2 .• 
Ste;e 2( 2 ): 
= 2 .. 
Select jol;r 2 t.o b-e. brciilgllt. 1-+1:tro :s.oluti:on .• 
Ste;e 3( 2): 
Set x 21 ==.l .• 
• I . • 
4 ( 2): 
S.o.luti:o_n :is. 7 .. 5 .; s.-ome· x·: . non-intege-r f_.~o.d~ 5) ~-
·.ij 
Step 
.I Set :x .... =l., 
I 22 .. 
Step D( 2): 
Set ){23~1._. 
,. ... 


















' ~ ,: 
!· .. ,i 
I I 











Step 6( 2 ): 
Z=6 





. ··:·=· .. :.:. 
St 7( 2) .· ep 
Z = 7 is lqwe·st. value.. ·Th.is value occurs at .nod·e· 4:.· S.f.nce the 
$0.l.ut.ion: :at·: node 4 i-s. .not [ o ,l] , an optimal solut~on bas ··not. 
been :found.. Br·ancJ1 t·o· the next level :from riode 4. 
~tep 8( 2 ): 
L=O. 
Step 9( 2 ): 
Set b = b +l = 2~ 
m 
L= 0 , gtJ ·t b $ t eJl i2, 
Step2( 3): 
Step 3( 3): 
r. .. · .. $o·lu.· t.i·o:n. i.$ ·7 -:0 ., s.ome x.. . non-integer. (·N:ode 8):.~. )· 1J .. . ,' 
Step 
Set x21=i. 
4 ( 3) : 
Set x22=l. 
Step 5( 3 ): . 
S·olu.t:i,o:n, ·:L~ .8.0, all xiJ :i..hteger (Node 9.;, 
Q 
Set x~3=1. SqJ.ut·±on is :·infeasible, Z = oo (~ode lCl)- .•. 
)· 
'.t:i. 
.... "!: .. 
. ,. . 
·' 
'· 
. "f'. ·--. /·'. - i· 
;: I 
/_·.-. 
~ : II 










Step 6( 3): 
Label noel~. :9 a·s· · 'f.easi.ble 'S:olut:Lon • 
. . 
Tr.ee $.tr1+,ctur:e, at: t'h:l.s ·point is as fol:l.ows:-:. 
Z=6 
·b.·=O: 
'• .. •. · .. 
Z=B.66 
Z=7 




Step 7( 3 ): 










been fouhct,.. B.ra.nch to the next leve.:1 from, no·de :8. 
\ Ste12 8( 3 ): 
I -
' 
. i . 
( 3) Step 9 : 
' L=O , go tt); .. step... ·2. 
Step 2( 4): 
Select job :·3 ~ho ·be l)rou·ght into solut:i:o:n" 
Step 3( 4): 
Step 
Set x ::::1 •. 31 ..... 
4 ( 4): 
. · 
















' ~- -, 
" 
ii' 
I ! 1 
(4) Step 5 : 
/. 
Set x =.1-. 33 : 
Step 6( 4) : 
69· 
Label node 12 as, ::f.ea$ible sol.ution. 
= 00 ' 










z = 7. 5 i.s lowest ·value. This value qc-curs-. at node 5. Sin'C!e the: 
soluti'Oh at ;node· 5 , i:s not [ O ,1] , an o:ptit1tal solution has_: :q9t 
been :found.· Branch t·o: the next leve-1 :from ·no-de 5. Set b' ~-2·-· 




Ste:e 9( 4): 
Set b .~ b +l = 3. 
m 
·•' 
L=O, go to ste;p ·ft. 
Step 2< 5): 
Select job 3,, H~o be, brJ)u.ght :in..to s:ol-uti:·on ... 
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~tek 5( 5): 
I 
. .... · . 
. .-. . . cxr ( N:.ode· l5 ;} . 
. ~:-
·s ... ol.11:t ion i·s- 1.0·::.·0 .. ,· ·all jc:.:: . -.i. n.-.. t_·._··eg· ·e::~_./S' _(·.··No_·. de: 1. 6)··_.· •.. 
.. .. ·· .. ;ij: - ~' 








Z = 8 is low.est· value. 
· .. -.• .. . ~ .. 
Thi:S. v:a-lu.e. occurs at nocf·e:s 7 9_.· .· ,. and 12,. . ., )· 
an optimal sol-uti·on: has.; be.en ·found-. Ei.ther of the three solutions 
;·· ,. t·· l i's op ::tma:. 
" ~ •· .. "-~· .. 
t 
,, 
I . . 
:, 
I ,.: 

















x ... 3--J- .: 
X ., 
. 21. 








.-.7~ ... ·_,.· --. .,...~-
-are·· 
. . . . 
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i\l N JvJ I : = 1\J f\'1 I 
ITO~ITORD(I,NNMI) 
l F ( I iPJ<. CJ C ( I , I TO ) ) 3 ·7 , 3 6 , 3 7 
I\J t\l /v1 · l , = J\I f\l iv\ I - 1 
1TU=ITUkD(I,NNMI) 
(Jf J -r :U 3 8 
MOUOA(ITO)=IDEAD 
:1\lf\J ivl I = N 1\J !Vi I - 1 
LYC) 1 0 J = 1 , l\i f\l M I 
' d· J = l'~J\, fvl I - J + 1 . 
. . . . . 
1 TO 1 = I 1-0 R l) ( I , J J ) 
;lTO=ITUKO(l,JJ+l) 
. -- ··--- .. ·-· -- -·- ·----·---··-------·-----------
... 
1:(.1 LllJ L) A ( I T 0.1 ) = IV! D lJ I) A ( I t··t):J .,.;.. r.·r ~:,· ( I T:f)·~ .T T (J.l )- T :P·R PC ( I , I T lJ ) 
·C l] r\l ~, I i\ll fE 
.~· 







A:1)0 r·r I,ON A-L. :s .. · ·c· ·H-~ f) ·LJ I c-s. ·. F O t~ 
. . . . .. L . ,_ t: 
K=:O 
1\f f"'l l I ==.1,J /vi .l 
. . · ,· •, ' . . 
1· T P·K = ·1 TP. 
I T·O=I T:O·R[) ( I , NM I I ) 
t He c·~.K-. 
..... r:: I F , A L L S C H t:: l) lJ L E S HAVE DC~f\! or.:t: . 
JOB I 
.§, 
: ~ . 
GEf\tERATEt) 
:l .. ""; '. ~ ........ i.: ........ ,.:., ..:.'.•,_ ... , ... ,:·, ,i,_ ·_,i;; '.' ...... ~ ..... ., .._;i.., ·: ,i.;.. ~!-ofll> .,t, ............. ., ......... -_'!I_' 'l!"- ..... , ,1..,. , ...... ,, ,", ,1, ,,_ ,i., ... , ............ ,, .. ,:, ,1, ,, ....... , ............ ,,, ...... ...,, ......... ~·~ "'J.·~ , .................. ,, ,,, ,.,,. ,•, · ,,.,_ .... ,,,_ ... ,,..;._ ......... ''~- . ._..,~ ... ·~ ... _ ...... ·''' . ,•, ·-~i' • "1""· · "1' 'i' "I'. "l"'.""i' .. , ... "i,. ·. '•"' 'I"" '(' 'I' "'"1" .......... ~ 'I"' -:r 'I" 'I' '•' ..... '1' 'I' "I' 'I' "r "'1' "'r"' 'I"' "1" .. ,.., 'I"' "'I"' "'I"' "1' .. ,, 'I' ~ ~ ...... 'I'" ..... "'I' "'I' 'I' "'I" 'I'. '1"· 'I' ... ~_. .... ~ "1' ....... '1"' · '1'" ~ .· .... . . . . . . . 






I F ( I K U ~J ( I T P K ) - ,vi [) LJ D A ( I T CJ ) ) 1 1 , 1 6 , l 6 
lT.Pk=ITµR-IPROC(I,ITU) 
1\J 1v1 I I = i\l i"i I I - 1 
ITO=ITORO(I,NMII) 
:K=K+ l 
_I! F ( K· - i\fJvl I ) 1 2 , 1 0 5 , 1 2 
(:·ON l'" i 1\J lJ E. 
ITO-ITORD(I,NMII) 
1 T PK== 1 ·r PK - I PRO C ( I , I TO ) + l 
l K O I\J T = I K:O f\J T + 1 
I CO I_ = I CO I_ + 1 
C c; E f\l ER. A 1- E N .EXT $CHE DUL .E 
,-- · ,,,,'t_,o ..... , .. .:..,.., .......... _ ................. '- ,.,.. ,1, ... ,, ..... i, .......... ,1.,,:::...1 ... _ ...• )""°'.· , ..... _._ .... ,,:,;.. :_, .... , ........................ ,t; .......... .,. ....... ,t..,.._ " ............... , ....... ,.;;,. -~t.,· .... , ... ,,, ,, ......... , ............ ,11 ......... .;._a, .... ,, ... , ........................... "'i...: .... _--· ,.,_ ............. i;, --~·--.. -,i .... ; -..., ... -· ....... ~.;., .;..'-,,-,i, ;,_,, .... _. ,,..;. ........ . vl .. , .... 'I' "l' ... , .... , ..... , .... , .. .,.. ..... , .... ~ ... ,, .... ._... ......................... 'I': .............. , ...... , ...... , .... , ....................... "r.' . .. ,~ ... ,, ~,. ......... , ... ,, ..... , ........................... "'" ,. ..... , .......... , ........... , ... _ ... ,, .,. ............... , .... ,. ..... ,.., ......... ,... ...... ,,~ ... , ... 'i ... ·.'t'· • L • 
• 
• 
•• • • • • • • c: 
18 
J) LJ 1 ·3 J.· = .· N 1vl I I , N /Vl I 
1 F ( J· ..... f\lM I I )- 1 Y , 18 , 19 ., 
I K -CJ t11/ . ( l T P){ ) = I R CJ W ( I T PK ) + l 


















i IF ( IP ROC ~ X 9 li TO )-1 ) 31, 15, 31 
31 IP=IPROC(I9ITO) 
DO 14 JJ=2,IP 
ITPR.=ITPR+l 
'IROW( ITPR)=IROW( ITPR-1)+1 






• ' . 
C********************************************************* 
C RR I NT OUT GENERATED .. SCHEDULE AND RETURN TO 






DO 3 2 J J = l , I T P . 
WRITE(I0UT~l0-02)ICOL,IROW(JJ),YVAL(JJ) 
ICSTGN(ICOL)=IROW(ITP)-IBEGIN+l 




' ; I . 
~-. 
C**************'***********************************~****** 
C DELETE ROWS W.ITH ALL .ZEROES FROM MATR"IX 
C 
C .... PLACE MATRIX IN A PACKED FORM TO REDUCE CORE SPACE 












DO 211 J=l,NJOB· 
- . 
. I F ( I l P =;IT 1r PRC C J ) ) 212', 211 , 2 11 
I T P = l T PRC « J ) . ,. . : 
CONT I NOE <. ·f .· .. ,,. 
MP=ICOL*lTP 
. •., 
DO 7000· J·J:==l ,·MP · 
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r F ( l P I-\ C, :K J I -P .) • tS l.) ~· (J-1 :CiCJ 
{=K+-1 
.1-~ A .. <: 'K ( l 'P l ·= .K: 
c:; CJ . r LJ 7· (J 2.; tJ 
J-,•t = ·f-1 + 1 
/\J 1"< HS ( 1·~1 )· ..... · J · .. ·jJ 







h· C1 --7 k) 2 1 




A K·K A 1\l c; f: K I G.H T :HA I\JJ) . S I J) 6 I~·(J fJJJ·R kt-: S P-t.11\i I) kJ: I T'ti PA,C ·K I f\!•t; 
. - . . . . . 
·,., ·1·· _i;; 
: .. .:_... :. .. -;_) 
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2 l 'Ei 
. . ' . 
2 S (_) 
/,(J3:.o 
·. . . 
·l)CJ 2 1 3 I =-1,_ fiii 
{ .. V /\ 1 ... = i\1.k HS ( I ) 
l~tl·V.AL.)2·:i.3,213,216 
i,1l.iv1= I +l 
JJU 2: J 4 J'.,... fvi fv1 , jVl 
l F ( I_ V A I_ -- f\J R. H S ( J ) ) 2 1 4 , 2 1 S , 2 1 4 . . ... 
I\J.k _HS ( J ) =.() 
I 
\: CJI\J l- I l\f lJ E 
·CO i\l 1· I I\JLJE, 
. . . . . .. 
1''1-iVI = U 11 
J) CJ 21 7 T = 1 , I'· I 
I F ( f\J I-{ H $ ( -I ) ) 2 1 8 , :2- l -t ; 2· l. 't{ · 
,·~·ff.It ·~ iVIJ"i + 1 
i\j K H S ( rv1 iV1 ) = /\j k H 5 ( J ') 
' . . . . 
-c:·c)f\J Tl !\llJ E 
·l:J r{ I T E ( 3 , 2 5 0 ) ( 1\1 k H S ( J J , J = 1 , fv1 fv'l ) 
·r=t) k 1·.c1 A T ( ' 1\I K H s I ' 2 0 I 5 l 
1\1 K f J hi = K 
.k t- ~J I f\l fJ I [j LJ T 
1-{ :E A· D { I O lJ T , 2 0 1 1 ) I I , J J , \I I.\ L 
I_f{II.EW.NENDCL)GOTlJ7050 
d "l~ I P A C K ( '-J J ) 
1~:ikITE( JOUT,201.l) I I ,,JJ,VAL 
.(;:cJ. -rcJ 7 cJ 3 o 
:( ()·5' O ... · ~-/k I TE f JOU T , 2. 0 11 ) I I 
I\J E.I\J L) CL =t- I I-
-:.-.. 
i;:;, 
1\i--C CJ'-= [\J H f\JD C L.--1 () 
i_: f'J O f= I I_ E J U U T 
+< .E v.,J I f\J·-Ll J CJ LJ T 
:i4 El~ I /\ll) , 1· ·o tJ T 
. ". . 
~ ... : 
~ · ,,,;_1~·:,-.,;.,.: ...:,.- .. ,.•.- ... ,i, _,·,, .... ~ .,1,_ ,1,-, ,,;. ,•'. ,1,._,~#1' ·' .... . 't.;,,o,:. ,1.,. ,I.,,; ,l.-,_- ,l.-, :,•~·.·'-.•,. ~·~ '''.;, ""~ ' .. 1;· ~a.- _..;_;, ..;_·,,. '.I' .-..,i_. ... ~''.· ··,1.,·.-~ .• i~,. ,,,.· . i·.~ .,.· ·~- ~i; -.... ,;,.,,- .. ._ ..... ~.-". . ..;_1;:.,. 1.- 'i~ ,1,, ' .. ·~ .._;_. ,...,. . '.'' .. . ,., .. '';·'.·a,· -,1:_. .,•,.: '.·. a,i,. ,i;,.·_ .'. i_.. -.... ( ... 
. l_, .. _,.,., ... ,, -:•"' "'t' '1"' '!°1"' "'t"" ~.., 'I" '1' "'I"' 'I' 'I' 'r'- ..... "'I' ""I~ 'I' 'r' ~,.. -:'I' 'I"' "'1' 't"' .......... ,, "I' 'I'. "'1"'- ~I" ~I"' .. , .. ·T 'I" n" ,.,,. "'t'. "'I" '(" "'t"' .... ,~ 'I"'- "'a"· '"1"' ,, .. '"t' ...... :"'1' ..... 'I" ... ,,. ..... '"'l"'.:"'I"' "'I"'·· ""I' ,.,,. 
. .. . . . . .. . . 
t"~· ...,:,,;.. .~·~ ..... - , • .,.; :"'-=i,, -• ......... .,.. .,i.,. '. J., . . ·,l..... :"'<,,.,..,;..· ,,,_.· ,.-~ ... -~•1 .. ::--', .. . ...,(, ,• .... _. ,•1.-.,1.- '.'' ..,.1, _ ,·,, _.,,,._._. '."'.1:., .. ,1.,, ,,., ,•,: . .._,_._: ,t ... ,1.,. ,,..,. .,, ... ,-, ,1.,.. ,•, ,,, ..,1.,.. ,1, ,;.,. ,,.,. ,._t.,.. ,,.,.. ,t,_ -,a.;. ,Y ~. ,I, ,,;., .~1.-,- ,.·,,.~ ,1, y,.· : .. ..-:l.,.,: .,1., ...;.t,.·:,-..J_. .,,, ~,-




HKlTE ( IOUT, 556.) NENbCL, NJ[JB, 1\IR.U\Ai, NCOL, TT, 1"1A.C!-i 
l<! .R l T F. ( I CJ-l J t' , 5 5 6 J { I .. T P k C ( I ) , I = 1 , 1\1 J U B ) 
VU!< I re ( I CJ U T , 5 S 6 ) ( ( I P K O C ( I , J ) , I == 1 , I\J J O B ) ,. J == l ; M AC H ) 
i,; rli. I T ~ ( I O U T , 5 5 6 ) { I D lJ D A ( I ) , I == 1 , i\J J U R ) . . . 

































J . . . B t):Y.· 
7800 
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! 20·9. 
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\,J R I T E ( I O lJ T , 5 5 6 )· f I E A S T ( I ) , I = 1 , f'-1 J U B l 
OU 38Y II=l,NCOL · 
~JR I T E ( I tJ lJ T , 5 5 6 ) I C S T G l\1-( l I } 
WRITE(3,556)ICSTGN(:11J 
C:ONTINUE 
J{ ,_E A D ( J O U T , 2 0 1 1 , E N D = 7 6 0 0 l I I , J J , V A L 
WRITE(3,20ll)II,JJ,VAL 
V'(R I T E ( I O LJ T , 2 0 1 1 ) I I , J J , V A t_ 
Cid T lJ 7 8 O O 
C.CJ i\J 1- I 1\J LJ E 
XVAL=l.O 
LJfJ 200 I I= 1, I\JJOB 
WJ~ I T E ( I O l.J T , 2 0 1 2 ) .. I I , X V A L 
i\1~1i I =_j\j /Vi ( 1 ) 
:DO _2 0 5 J = 1 , NJ OB 
IF(1\JMI-N~4( J) )209,205,205 
1\1.fvl I = l\1 M ( J ) 
.C.ONTINUE 
Kl<.=i\1 JOB 
:i K K =I\JJ OB 
oo- 201 J=l 1 ,Niv1I 
.DO: 202 K=l,IT 
KK=KK+l 
XVAL=O. 





h/.t{ -I 1· E ( 1 0 LJ T , 2 0 1 2 ) K K K , X V A I_ 
~;RITE(3 ,2012)KKK,XVAL 
CONTINUE 
COf\l TI NUE ; .· . 
F=t\JDflLE IOUT 
·F0RMAT(4I5) 
·t1 0 R f'i A T ( 1 6 I 5 ) 
F0RMAT(2I6,F8.4) 
.F O k fv1 A T ( 1 0 ' , 1 0 I 5 ) 
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C***********************************************~********* C ******SOLUTE****** , C********************************************************* C MAIN PROGRAM USED TO SOLVE 0-1 SCHEDULING PROBLEM C********************************************************* C BY MERRICK Ho COOPERMAN 
C********************************************************* C INPUT READ FROM DISK AND IS GENERATED BY PROGEN C********************************************************* C 











C*****·****************************************************. C INITIALIZE AND READ IN DATA · C********************************************************* C 







DO 1000 1=1,NCOL 
.JBRAN(l)=O 
1000 BOUNDCl)=l0**6 
DO 206 J=l,900 













DO 286 l=JJJ,JJC 
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DO 140 I=l9NJOB 
DO 140 J=l,NJOB 
























1F(ICOL.NE.NENDCL)GO TO 203 
C 
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GO TO 207 
200 TIME=l 
<I: •• 
·C********************************************************* C STEP 2 
C RANK JOBS BY BEST FIT 
C BYPASS SLOTTED JOBS 
...,... 
C*********************************************************··. I c. 
207 CONTINUE 
c. 
C********************************************************* C THE FORMAT OF CALLING STATEMENT MUST AGREE WITH C FOKMAT OF SUBROUTINE STATEMENT 
C********************************************************* C 
C 
IF(NBOUNOeEO~l> CALL CHOICE 
WRITE(3,2016)(P(K),K=l,NCOL) 
C********************************************************* C IF THIS IS INITIAL SOLUTION, SKIP STEP 2 ANO C SOLVE INITIAL PROBLEM 
C 
















































DO 108 K~MSPB9MSPS 
XMAT(CMAT(I))=O.O 
IF( I eEQeiITIME)XMAT(CMAT( I) )=.l.O 
COf~T I NUE 
X ( I ·r I ME ) = 1. 0 












DO 109 li=NBB,NSS 
IF( (RHS«RMAT( I) )-XMAT( I) ).LT.O.O) IDUAL=l 
CONTINUE 












DO 100 I=l,NSCOLE 
DO 100 J=l,NROW 
A(J,I)=000 
DO 141 I~l9NSCOLE 
NBB:CMA T « 1 > 
NSS=CMAT(Hl+NCOLEL(l)-1 
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C********************************************************* C SET BASIS AND CALL SIMPLE TO SOLVE PROBLEM C********************************************************* C 
INFLAG=l 
CALL SIMPLE (NROW,NSCOLE,X) 
WRITE(3,2006)(KO(K).K=l,6) 





IF( IO·NEoEQe,l) GO TO 609 




615 IF(IL.LE.ILL(JOB)) GO TO 616 
KL.=Kl+l+KJL 
KJL=O 








C********************************************************* C STEP 6 
C 




I . . ., 
• 1 • ' 





00 114 I=l,NCOL 
OBJVAl=OBJVAL+C(I)*X( I) 




IF(JBOUNeNEoO) GO TO 618· 
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IF(OBJVAL.LT.FOBJVL) GO TO 601 
IF«IONEeEQ.1) GO TO 601 
IFCILeGTelLL(JOB)) GO TO 601 
Jltl:=O 
ILLJO=KLLCJOB) 





GO TO 115 
., 
IFCICNT$LT.NJ0B) GO TO 115 
IF(OBJVALeGE.FOBJVL) GO TO 115 
FOBJVL=OBJVAL 
IFNUM=NBOUNO 






C**************.******************************************* C STORE BEST FEASIBLE SOLUTION 
C********************************************************* C 
. 00301 I~Jt9NCOL 
301 FE AS a Il D g){ « I > 
~****~·--~~******************************************. C < .. i;ttS?ERT :.noi(;O) T'O 3-0.z• HERE IF JUST LOOKING F·OR 0-l 
C FEASIBILITY 
C*************•******************************************* C 
GO TO 302 
C 
C********************************************************* C FOR. SO·LUT I ON WITHIN X" PERCENT OF OPT I MAL INSERT 
C · ''IF«fOBJVLoGl@(l@X*FBOUND}). GO TO 115 11 
C 
C NOTE- PRESENTLY SET FOR WITHIN 10 PERCENT 
. C********************************************************* C 
IF(FOSJVloGTo«lol*FBOUNO)) GO TO 115 
C 
C*********************************************************· C . PRINT OUT SOLUTION 
C**********•********************************************** C 
C 
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C********************************************************* C STOR~ BOUNDS 




















. IF(NBOUND.EQ.l) GO TO 606 
IKI=l+(JJJ-1)/20 
IRl={NBOUNO-l)*IKI 




DO 607 J=l,JILL 
CUR SCll ( 1) =NBOUNO 
DO llY I=l,NCOL 
CUKSOL(I+l)=X(I) 
IF(KO(l).EQ.O) GO TU l~O 

















IF(JOBGEQ.l)GO TO .117 
I TCHK=N-SPJ (JOB) -NSP J ( JOB-1) 
GO TO 118 
ITCHK=NSPJ(l) 
WRITEC3,613) TIME,ITCHK 
IF(TIME.LT.ITCHK) GO TO 650 
WRITE(3,620) FOBJVL 
C**·******************************************************* 
C · FOR SOLUTION WITHIN X PERCENT OF OPTIMAL INSERT 
C ''IF((BK+.001).LT.((l-X)*FOBJVL}) GO TO 13411 C 
1.: 
.. .. ... . 
. l 
.... ' . -.. 




C NOTE- PRESENTLY SET FOR WITHIN 10 PERCENT 
C********************************************************* C 
DO 130 I=l,NBOUND 
KI=BOUND(I)+.9999 
BK=K! 
IF((BK+.00l).LT.(.9*F0BJVL)) GO TO 134 
130 CONTINUE 








C********************************************************* C STEP 8 
C 









DO 5012 E=JLoNCOL 
5012 SUMX«K»~OoO 
DO 120 J=LJ9NBOUND 
5010 READ(l8,600D«CURS0L(L),L=1,JJJ) 
i 
5011 DO 121 K~l9JJJ 
K=CURSOl«Jl»+oOOl 
IF(KoNEoJ» GO TO 5010 
IF(IoEQol» GO TO 121 
SOLCUR ( E-1 )'=CURSOL ( I) 
















C********************************************************* C· STEP 9·· 
c. 
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C SLOT JOBS ( SLOT COL .OF CUR SOL .• LE. 0) 












:C**•******************************************************r C STEP 7 
C 
C STORE CURSOL 










































00 5015 J=l,NBOUNO 
~EAD(l8,600J(CURS0L(L),L=l,JJJ) 
K=CURSOL(l)+.001 
IF(KoEQoJK) GO TO 5016 
CONTINUE 
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c· 
C********************************************************* C READ IN NEW INITIAL BASIS 
C********************************************************* C 

























,C THE FORMAT OF CALLING STATEMENT MUST AGREE WITH 
C FORMAT OF SUBROUTINE STATEMENT 












I 102 FORMAT(• NON-INTEGER OPTIMAL ANSWER IS INF.EASIBLE'/ 




















FORMAT{ 0 0 ,2A4) 
fORMAT( 0 0CURS0L 1 ,5E20.7) 
i FORMAT( 0 00BJVAL 1 ,F20.7) 
FORMAT( 0 0TIME 0 ,Il0, 8 ITCHK',1l0) 
FORMAT( 0 0NSOUND 8 ,Il0, 1 10NE 1 ,I10) 
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1008 FORMAT(' VARIABLE',16,' AT LEVEL 1 ,F6.3, 
1 ' WITH C0ST 1 ,F8.3) 
1009 FORMAT(' OBJECTIVE VALUE',FB.3) 
2002 FORMAT( 0 8°92lF6e0) 
·2004 FORMAT<° C 0 921F600) 
2005 FORMAT( 0 A 0 9 21F6e0) 
2006 FORMAT(° K0°96IlO) 
2007 FORMAT( 0 JOB MSPB MSPS L2',4I6) 
2008 FORMAT( 0 0 910Fl0_.0) 
2009 FORMAT( 0 0 920I6) 
2010 FORMAT~ 0 B0UND 0 ,10E12.4/' ',10El2.4) 
2012 FORMAT( 0 JOBSIN° ,2015) 
2016 FORMAT( 0 DUAL VARIABLES',lOFl0.5) 
2222 FORMAT( 0 A MATRIX 0 ,10F10.4) 
8500 FORMAT( 0 RMAT 0 915I8) 
8600 FORMAT{® XMAT 0 ,15F8.2) 
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